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ABSTRACT

For every centrifugal compressor installation, the design of the
surge control system is vitally important to prevent damage of the
compressor internal components, seals, and bearings. While
most surge control systems are capable of preventing surge for
steady-state operation, emergency shutdowns (ESDs) are
particularly challenging, since the surge control system must
respond faster than the deceleration rate of the train. The available
experimental data are not of sufficient quality and resolution to
properly validate current software packages. This paper outlines
an experimental test program using a full-scale compressor
tested in a hydrocarbon flow loop under controlled, laboratory
conditions. Transient compressor surge data during an ESD
were captured over a variety of initial speed, pressure, and flow
conditions. Furthermore, the anti-surge valve was modified in
subsequent tests to simulate a slower and a smaller valve,
providing a more varied test condition. Results of the testing and
model comparisons will be presented. 

INTRODUCTION

Currently, computational models are very common and useful
for providing quick, reliable, and cost-effective solutions to real
problems. In general, pipeline models include a lot of detailed and
specific information of the real system being modeled. Therefore,
it is important that these data be accurate in order to ensure the
predictive capability of the computational model. However, com-
putational simulations have some level of uncertainty and
inaccuracy due to the use of simplifications, assumptions, and
numeric calculations. Therefore, model developers have to adjust,
refine, and validate their models to simulate more accurately the
real process and events. Models are validated by comparing the
simulation results to known steady-state and transient parameters
at various other operating points. However, sometimes this is not an
easy task, since poor or no data are available for the tuning process.

The transient behavior of compressor stations, particularly under
rapidly changing conditions, is of vital interest to compressor

station operators. Predicting transient behavior is an important
factor in avoiding damage during events such as emergency
shutdowns. A limited number of “accidental” data sets from
compressor manufacturers and users are available in the public
literature domain. A variety of simulations and modeling
approaches has been presented over the last few years at
industry conferences.

The available experimental data for transient shutdowns are not
of sufficient quality and resolution to compare predictions properly
with analytical results or simulations available from current
software packages. Necessary information about the compressor,
the driver, the valves, and the geometry of the system is often
missing. Currently utilized software has not been adequately
validated with full-scale realistic benchmark data, as these data are
not available in the public domain. Modeling procedures and results
of surge control system simulations seldom contain validation data
achieved through actual testing. These type of transient test data for
a dynamic surge condition are often difficult to obtain.

The possible operating points of a centrifugal gas compressor,
operated at variable speeds, are shown in the head-flow characteristic
in Figure 1. The operating range is limited by maximum and
minimum operating speed, maximum available power, choke flow,
and stability (surge) limit. At flows lower than the stability point,
the compressor initially shows a reduced capacity to generate head
with reduced flow, until it experiences reverse flow; that is, the gas
flows from the discharge to the suction side. Once flow reversal
occurs, the amount of flow depends on the pressure ratio across the
compressor, since, in this situation, the compressor acts more or
less like an orifice. The flow reversal means that the pressure
downstream of the compressor is gradually reduced. The speed of
pressure reduction depends largely on the size of the volume
downstream of the compressor. Once the pressure is reduced
sufficiently, the compressor will recover and flow gas again from the
suction to the discharge side. Unless action is taken, the events will
repeat again. Ongoing surge can damage thrust bearings (due to the
massive change of thrust loads), seals, and eventually, overheat the
compressor. Details of the energy transfer from the compressor into
the gas are described in Ribi and Gyarmathy (1997).

Figure 1. Typical Map of a Variable-Speed Centrifugal Compressor.

Surge has to be avoided to protect the compressor. The usual method
for surge avoidance (“anti-surge-control”) consists of one or several
recycle loops that can be activated by fast-acting valves (“anti-surge
valves”) when the control system detects that the compressor
approaches its surge limit. Typical control systems use suction and
discharge pressure and temperature together with the inlet flow into the
compressor as input to calculate the relative distance (“surge margin”)
of the present operating point to the predicted or measured surge line
of the compressor (Figure 1). The surge margin (SM) is defined by:
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It should be mentioned that the definition of the surge line is
somewhat arbitrary, especially because it is ultimately a system
feature, not an isolated compressor feature. Definitions frequently
used to establish this line include a local maximum in the head-flow
characteristic, the onset of rotating stall (usually established from
vibration signatures or by the use of theoretical criteria), the onset
of high vibrations (either broadband or at distinct frequencies), or
the point where actual flow reversal is established.

If the surge margin reaches a preset value (often 10 percent), the
anti-surge valve starts to open, thereby reducing the pressure ratio
of the compressor and increasing the flow through the compressor.

The anti-surge control system has to cover different tasks (Brun
and Nored, 2007; White and Kurz, 2006):

• Facilitate the starting and normal shutdown process.

• Accommodate slow process changes to prevent process disruption.
Precisely positioned valves ensure that no oscillations occur.

• Accommodate fast process changes and massive system
disturbances (for example, during emergency shutdowns). This
requires fast system reaction and, among other things, extremely
fast-opening valves with sufficiently large flow areas.

Emergency shutdowns (ESDs) tax the reaction of the entire
system. Here, the fuel supply to the gas turbine driver is cut off
instantly (some installations maintain fuel flow to the turbine for 1
to 2 seconds while the recycle valve opens; however, this can
generate a safety hazard). In electric, motor-driven installations,
the ESD is initiated by tripping the motor. In either case, the
compressor train will decelerate rapidly under the influence of the
fluid forces counteracted by the inertia of the rotor system. Because
the head-making capability of the compressor is reduced by the
square of its running speed, while the pressure ratio across the
machine is imposed by the upstream and downstream piping system,
the compressor would surge if the surge valve could not provide fast
relief of the discharge pressure. A 30 percent loss in speed, which is
very common in ESD scenarios, equates to a loss in head of
approximately 50 percent (Kurz and White, 2004). The valve must
therefore reduce the pressure across the compressor by about half, in
the same time as the compressor loses 30 percent of its speed.

The rate at which the discharge pressure can be relieved not only
depends on the reaction time of the valve, but also on the time
constraints imposed by the piping system. The transient behavior
of the piping system depends largely on the volumes of gas
enclosed by the various components of the piping system, which
may include, besides the piping itself, various scrubbers, knockout
drums, and coolers (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Views of Meter Research Facility and Centrifugal
Compressor and Turbine.

The larger the volumes are in the system, the longer it will take
to equalize the pressures. Obviously, the larger the valve, the better
the potential of the system to avoid surge. However, the larger the

valve, the poorer its controllability at partial recycle and the slower
the opening time. The faster the valve can be opened, the more flow
can pass through it, especially in the first few critical seconds
following an ESD. There are, however, limits to the valve opening
speed dictated by the need to control intermediate positions of the
valve as well as by practical limits to the power of the actuator. The
situation may be improved by using a valve that is only boosted to
open, thus, combining high opening speed for surge avoidance with
the capability to avoid oscillations by slow closing. If the discharge
volume is too large and the recycle valve cannot be designed
to avoid surge, a short recycle loop (hot recycle valve) may be
considered, where the recycle loop does not include the after-cooler.

Other authors have successfully developed transient surge
models that predict the behavior of the compression systems during
an ESD (Morini, et al., 2007; Botros and Ganesan, 2008).
However, correlations are made to laboratory-scale compression
systems. The current paper presents results and predictions for
a full-scale natural gas centrifugal compressor that is fully
instrumented to provide both accuracy and realism.

The primary objective of this work was to develop experimental
transient compressor surge data during shutdowns, which would
facilitate the verification and comparison of existing and future
transient surge models. Results of the testing and model
comparisons are documented. Relevant, dimensionless parameters
are presented and validated utilizing the test data. Conclusions
from the testing and recommendations for the transient analysis
software are provided. High-resolution and high-fidelity compressor
surge and piping system transient data were measured from
full-scale experiments. These data were utilized for benchmarking
existing transient flow solvers that are currently employed by the
industry to design compressor station surge control systems. Fluid
transients and compressor performance of the onset of surge or full
surge are documented for 20 different pressure/flow conditions. In
addition, another four different nonsurge fluid transient events
were tested. The system transient tests were induced by ESD
events. The test conditions were as representative as possible of
actual compressor surge events and both the onset as well as full
surge events are documented.

The surge data generated during the testing at the lead author’s
company’s meter research facility (MRF) includes all deceleration
lines of the centrifugal compressor during the shutdown. In
addition, all transient sequences, including traveling time of the
valves and compressor ramp-down curve, have been recorded.
Performance test data of the centrifugal compressor were also
collected. Dynamic modeling of the compressor and the entire loop
was conducted using transient flow simulation software. Therefore,
a wide set of conditions were available for modeling validation,
tuning, and performance predictions.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The surge testing was performed at the MRF. The MRF is a meter
calibration research facility located in San Antonio, Texas. It
comprises two closed-loop natural gas flow facilities, the high
pressure loop (HPL) and lower pressure loop (LPL). The surge
testing was performed on the HPL, which has a centrifugal compressor
driven by a 1300 hp gas turbine. The HPL operates at line pressures
from 150 to 1100 psig and flow rates up to 1380 ACFM. The test gas
was processed natural gas supplied by the city energy utility. A gas
chromatograph with dual columns was used to determine the gas
composition via analysis up to C9+. A bank of critical flow Venturi
nozzles (sonic nozzles) were the basis for determining the reference
flow rates. Several temperature and pressure transducers were installed
in the facility for gas temperature and pressure determination. Figure
2 shows views of the HPL and LPL, with a close-up view of the gas
turbine and centrifugal compressor.

For comparison purpose, the inertia number as defined by Botros
and Ganesan (2008) is shown in Table 1. The value for the MRF falls
between 30 and 100, where a detailed simulation is recommended.
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Table 1. Summary of Inertia Number Established by Botros and
Ganesan (2008) for the MRF Compressor Facility.

Several standard pieces of equipment exist in the MRF that were
used for the operation of the test loop. Figure 3 shows a picture of the
recycle valve. Other equipment includes the suction and discharge
valves, suction and discharge piping, discharge cooler, and suction
scrubber. All of this equipment was utilized during the surge testing.

Figure 3. View of Recycle Valve and Suction and Discharge Piping
at MRF.

In order to collect high-resolution and high-fidelity data for a
compressor surge event, high-frequency-response and accurate
instrumentation were utilized. The surge testing setup was defined to
measure the most important variables of a normal compressor
system, such as suction and discharge pressures and temperatures,
compressor speed and vibrations, gas flow rate, etc., while including
the key parameters of the anti-surge control system. Parameters such
as recycle valve travel, timing, and differential pressure, suction and
discharge valve travel time, and differential pressure were monitored
and recorded to capture the existing anti-surge control sequences.

This setup allowed for transient tests intended to collect
high-fidelity transient data of full-scale emergency shutdowns
(ESD, fast stop) of a centrifugal compressor under different initial
operating conditions. The transient data included static and dynamic
line pressure (absolute and differential) from different locations,
compressor speed, suction and discharge temperatures, and machine
vibration data. The absolute pressure transducers were mounted
close to the piping and had a response bandwidth (2000 Hz) capable
of measuring both the mean (direct current, DC) and fluctuating
(alternating current, AC) pressure components. Data acquisition
included use of a 24-bit A/D high-frequency data recorder with 16
channels of parallel sampling. In addition, performance tests were
conducted to determine the existing status of the unit and to obtain
its performance curves. The installation diagram identifies the
suction and discharge valves, the recycle valve, the discharge cooler,
and the suction scrubber. The test setup included valves on the
suction and discharge sides of the compressor. These valves were
automatically closed at the initiation of a shutdown and travel from
fully open to fully closed required two seconds.

Although the entire high pressure loop of the MRF was utilized
for these tests, the principal component monitored was the
centrifugal compressor. This compressor was a single-stage
centrifugal compressor with a 7½ inch diameter impeller. The
compressor driver’s ISO power output is 1560 hp. It was directly
connected to the centrifugal compressor. The compressor setup
included suction and discharge headers, a gas scrubber, after-cooler,
isolation valves, vibration monitoring system, and recycle valve.

The suction header was a 12 inch diameter (schedule 80) pipe that
connected to an isolating suction valve and then to a 31 × 115 inch
scrubber to finally reach the suction side of the centrifugal compressor.
Along its path, the suction header had several taps that were utilized
to mount the test instrumentation. From the compressor discharge, an
8 inch diameter pipe connected to a fin-fan after-cooler. Downstream
of this cooler was a recycle loop and then a discharge isolation valve.
The recycle loop was a small segment of pipe that connected the
suction with the discharge header through a control valve. The
control valve was part of the surge control system of the machine.
This surge control system monitored various parameters, such as
suction and discharge pressure and flow rate, to control the recycle
valve position. All the surge control was accomplished through
pneumatic programmable relays. The recycle control valve (REV)
was a 6 inch diameter, equal-percentage (Cvmax = 394 gpm/psi½),
quick-opening valve that was actuated pneumatically. Its normal
position was open. This allowed the possibility of controlling the
opening time by adding a valve in the vent of the actuator diaphragm.
A general schematic of the compressor setup is presented in Figure 4
including the locations of the instrumentation used.

Figure 4. General Schematic of the Centrifugal Compressor at MRF.

INSTRUMENTATION

High-accuracy and high-frequency-response instrumentation
was used for measuring all the variables involved in the surge
testing. A total of 16 different signals was monitored and recorded.
Pressure measurements were taken using high-accuracy (0.1 to
0.25 percent) line pressure and differential pressure transducers
that had a frequency-response bandwidth of 2000 Hz. A 12-24 DC
excitation voltage powered these transducers, while the output
was DC-coupled. Gas temperature was measured using two
thermocouples located at the compressor suction and discharge.
Radial shaft vibration data on the compressor were collected from
the vibration monitoring system located in the external control
panel of the compressor. In addition, two more vibration signals
were obtained from vibration probes installed in the unit, resulting
in X-Y data on both ends. Compressor speed was measured
through a magnetic pick-up sensor located on the shaft of the
power turbine of the driver. The frequency signal was converted to
a voltage signal by using a frequency-to-voltage converter. A linear
variable differential transformer (LVDT) was used for measuring
linear displacement of the recycle valve, allowing stroke length and
travel time of the recycle valve to be measured. In addition, all the
instrumentation was calibrated and verified prior to its installation
in the MRF for both testing phases. Figure 5 shows some of the
instrumentation connected at the compressor side of the MRF.
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Figure 5. Recycle Valve Actuator with the LDVT Connection.

MODIFICATIONS

The centrifugal compressor has a surge control system installed,
which was designed to avoid surge and operate the compressor
along the operating surge line. The surge control system had to be
modified to allow the compressor to reach the measured surge line
during testing. The recycle valve on the control system was integral
for controlling whether the compressor surged or not. Changing the
operation of this valve allowed the compressor to be operated closer
to the measured surge line. The recycle valve in the surge control
system was a globe valve with a pneumatic actuator that opened and
closed the valves with two inches of travel. Two parameters could
be controlled on the valve for surge control: the rate at which the
valve opened and closed and the distance the valve traveled.

Changing the rate at which the valve traveled changed the
response of the surge control system. Usually, recycle valves are
set to open as quickly as possible. This allows recycle flow to begin
quickly, increasing the flow in the compressor and, thereby, moving
the compressor from the surge line quickly. If the rate the valve
opens is decreased, recycle flow will start later, resulting in
compressor operation closer to the surge line. The rate at which the
recycle valve opened and closed was controlled by installing a
needle valve on the vent of the actuator diaphragm as shown in
Figure 6. This allowed a backpressure (higher than atmospheric
pressure) to be applied to the diaphragm, which slowed the rate at
which the valve opened or closed. The needle valve had increments
labeled on its adjusting knob as shown in Figure 6. This allowed
various valve opening rates to be tested repeatedly with accuracy.

Figure 6. Recycle Valve Actuator Diaphragm with a Needle Valve in
the Vent.

The surge control system was modified by also varying the
distance the valve stem traveled during opening of the recycle
valve. Varying this distance simulated what the operation of the
recycle valve would be for different valve sizes. For example,

limiting the valve travel simulated a smaller recycle valve, which
would allow less recycle flow. This allowed the compressor to
operate closer to the surge line during the ESD. The recycle valve
had a two inch travel end-to-end. Clamps were placed on the valve
stem to act as mechanical stops. These restricted the opening of the
valve to various positions. 

DATA ACQUISITION

For acquiring the test data, a 16-channel analyzer system was
used. This system collected steady-state and transient data with a
24-bit data acquisition, accepting voltage input signals in the range
of ±20 Volts. The data acquisition system was installed at the
testing site (near the compressor) and a fiberoptic network was
run from the system to the control room where operation of the
compressor was controlled. Signals from all instrumentation were
acquired with this system. The graphs observed through the data
acquisition system show several measurement readings taken
during a shutdown/surge of the compressor: compressor suction
and discharge pressure, compressor speed, seat position of the
recycle valve, pressures across the suction and discharge valves,
and vibration data from the compressor. The data recorded by
the data acquisition system were exported to a spreadsheet for
processing after each test was completed.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURE

Several pre-test activities were required for both the steady-state
and transient tests. These included checking the control panels,
checking valve line-ups, starting the glycol, hot oil, and chiller
pumps, starting the reciprocating compressor that provides fuel gas
to the gas turbine that powered the test compressor, and opening
the 4 inch bypass valve. Once these activities were completed, the
gas turbine was started. The gas turbine unit was run at its idle
speed for two to three minutes or the automatic startup sequence
was initiated. The gas turbine slowly built up speed as it
approached the steady-state initial condition required. During this
process, the bypass valve closed or opened based on the required
flow conditions for the compressor. Once the gas turbine reached
full speed, the system was allowed to stabilize at the desired
operating condition. At the MRF, there were several flow control
nozzles used to regulate and measure the flow through the test
loop. Once the gas turbine stabilized, the appropriate nozzles were
opened to obtain the required flow condition.

Next, either a performance test or surge test was performed. For
both types of tests, the compressor was first set at the desired
compressor speed and flow. The flow was reduced by partially closing
the bypass valve. The system was allowed to stabilize for 15 minutes.
After stable conditions had been achieved, the test data were recorded.
If a performance test was conducted, then the test was ended. Then
either another performance test point was taken or compressor
shutdown was engaged and post-test activities were completed.

For surge testing, the data acquisition system began recording
the transient data (first-in, first-out [FIFO] data) from steady-state
initial conditions. Once the data acquisition began, the shutdown
sequence of the compressor was started (fast stop sequence). After
the compressor had come to a complete stop, the data acquisition
system was stopped and the test data were saved. Once a compressor
shutdown was completed and the transient data were saved, the unit
was restarted if another test needed to be completed. After all
testing was complete, the gas turbine and reciprocating compressor
were shut down. In addition, the glycol, hot oil, and chiller pumps
were shut down.

The surge testing was conducted in two phases. The first phase
focused on defining the testing methodology, designing the
instrumentation and data acquisition system, and testing surge at
low suction pressure. After the first phase of surge testing, enough
experience was gained to proceed to testing high-suction-pressure
surge. In Table 2 and Table 3 are the test matrices for the first and
second phase of testing.
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Table 2. Surge Testing Phase I—Test Matrix.

Table 3. Surge Testing Phase II—Test Matrix.

During Phase I testing, low suction pressure surge events were
conducted. The tests were started at two target speeds: 17,800 and
19,800 rpm. The discharge pressure of the compressor was low in
order to have a low energy surge. The initial surge margin for all the
tests varied from 9 to 40 percent. A range of initial surge margins was
evaluated at each speed. Flow through the compressor was varied for
each speed to obtain different initial surge margins. Phase I tests were
considered as baseline tests, providing operational experience prior
to performing the high-suction-pressure surge tests in Phase II. Some
of the results from this first phase of testing were first published by
Moore, et al. (2009). They are reproduced here for completeness.

Phase II tests were high-energy surge events. The objective of
these tests was to see the effects of higher-pressure conditions
(high-energy surge) and to see the effects of other parameters on
surge, such as recycle valve operation. Recycle valve operation was
varied by changing the rate at which the recycle valve opened and
by varying the size of the valve or flow restriction. Travel time of
the recycle valve varied from 100 to 300 percent of normal
operation when the valve was fully opened during shutdown
(normal operation was 1.81 seconds). The flow restriction or size
of the valve was varied from 5 to 100 percent of normal operation.
These tests were all started at a target speed of 19,800 rpm. Each
test was started with an initial surge margin of 20 percent.

PERFORMANCE

The first set of test data was gathered under steady-state conditions,
with the purpose of establishing the steady-state performance of
the compressor at different speeds (Figure 7). To exclude potential
inaccuracies in manufacturer-supplied compressor data, the
compressor was performance-tested. In this particular case, the
head-flow characteristics matched the prediction quite well.

Figure 7. Steady-State Compressor Head-Flow Map for Two Speeds.

With steady-state performance established, two series of tests
were performed to determine the transient performance of the
system. The test matrices are outlined in Table 2 and Table 3. The
first series of tests involved initiating an emergency shutdown at
low line pressure with the compressor operating at 17,800 rpm and
19,800 rpm at various surge margins. The second series involved
initiating emergency shutdowns at a higher speed (19,800 rpm) and
high line pressure with the compressor operating with a 20 percent
surge margin when the emergency shutdown was initiated. The
results of the surge tests are discussed below.

SURGE TESTING

Phase I Test Results

The first series of tests involved a low-energy surge and two
compressor speeds. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the path (locus) that
the compressor followed during each shutdown. The most critical
cases occurred when the shutdown was initiated at a low initial surge
margin (e.g., P1-11 in the 19,800 rpm case). The trace for P1-11 in
the 19,800 rpm case (Figure 9) also has markers for significant
system events, such as recycle valve (REV) opening 35.9 percent
and fully open. It shows that the compressor actually operated past
its stability line with minimum flow being reached at 35.9 percent
valve opening. However, due to the system characteristics, no
full-flow reversal (surge) occurred. At this point, flow through the
recycle valve and associated discharge pressure drop had become
large enough to move the compressor operating point back across
the surge line into the stable operating region. The minimum flow
(600 ACFM) was similar for each speed, but the potential for surge
was greater for the higher speed case.

Figure 8. Transient Shutdown Loci Measurements for 17,800 RPM.
(Courtesy Moore, et al., 2009)

Figure 9. Transient Shutdown Loci Measurements for 19,800 RPM.
(Courtesy Moore, et al., 2009)

To appreciate the time sequence of the events, traces for
measured process variables in the time domain for each test were
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calculated. Discharge pressure rapidly declined after initiation of
the shutdown, while suction pressure started to increase toward the
settle-out condition. The discharge valve was fully closed (and,
thus, built up differential pressure) after about four seconds. These
flow conditions did not result in hard surging, as the pressure
downstream of the valve also dropped. Data were recorded eight
seconds prior to shutdown to determine the initial operating point. 

Temperature traces indicated an almost constant discharge
temperature during the initial five seconds of the shutdown event. This
was mostly due to the thermal mass of the compressor, which kept
the discharge temperature from falling with the reduced head the
compressor produced as it spun down. The suction temperature reacted
much faster to the inflow of hot gas from the compressor discharge.

Head and speed traces showed a rapid reduction of compressor
speed and head after the shutdown was initiated. There was a delay
of about 200 milliseconds because the gas turbine still produced
power even after the fuel was shut off. Shortly after, speed rapidly
decreased and the compressor lost about 15 percent of its initial
speed in the first second. The minimum flow was reached 1100
milliseconds later, and the corresponding valve opening of 36
percent was identified at that point. 

Traces of the differential pressure over the suction and discharge
side unit valves indicate a pressure differential near zero for a fully
open valve and increases when the valve closes. The test data
indicate it took two seconds for the discharge valve to close, and
almost three seconds for the suction valve to close. The differential
pressure through the discharge valve dropped to a negative value
due to a reverse flow from the discharge volume to the suction side
through the recycle valve. Although there is a discharge check
valve, the data indicate that it was not checking in the first few
seconds of the transient event. Therefore, the discharge volume
moved backward to the suction side through the recycle valve,
since it represented a sink due to its lower pressure condition.

In addition a waterfall plot of the proximity probe located at the
discharge of the compressor unit indicates the vibration decay
while the unit was coasting down. No evidence of harsh surge was
obtained during the transient event. Detailed results from the Phase
I tests are outlined in Moore, et al. (2009 and 2009).

Phase II Test Results

A second series of tests was completed to evaluate the effect of
varying the recycle valve characteristics while operating with both
low and high compressor suction energy. The results are shown in
Figure 10 and Figure 11. While the anti-surge system was able
to prevent a hard surge event despite altering the recycle valve
full-open CV and travel times, recycle flow was not always
sufficient to achieve a significant characteristic flow rate increase
during shutdown. Tests P2-3, 5, and 6 in Figure 10 illustrate this.
Although damaging surge events were not observed during these
tests, this behavior suggests that the altered capacity of the recycle
valve was marginally sufficient to prevent surging. While no
damage to the compressor train was detected, Figure 11 shows Test
P2-13 to be a significant surge event.

Figure 10. Transient Shutdown Loci for 200 PSIA Suction
Pressure Testing.

Figure 11. Transient Shutdown Loci for 380 PSIA Suction
Pressure Testing.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 are examples of pressure and temperature
data at the suction and inlet of the compressor. These results are
consistent with the first phase of testing.

Figure 12. Pressure Data During Shutdown for Test P2-13.

Figure 13. Temperature Data During Shutdown for Test P2-13.

The sequence of events during shutdown is easily identified
in Figure 14. Again, the results are similar to Phase I results
with different flow and head values. Unlike during the lower
suction pressure tests, flow increase typically occurred later
than the one-third recycle valve open position previously
reported (as seen in Figure 14). The combination of a higher
energy inlet flow, reduced recycle valve capacity, and slower
valve response time effectively delayed the anti-surge
response time.
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Figure 14. Shutdown Sequence Data for Test P2-13.

Compressor speed (rpm) decay was very similar for both high
and low suction pressure tests, shown in Figure 15. Two distinct
regions are evident, one quasi-linear region immediately after the
shutdown event occurred followed by a shallow parabolic region.
Despite varying the inlet pressure (low versus high suction
pressure), the total head rise across the compressor was similar for
all test cases. As compressor rpm did not vary significantly (less
than 80 rpm), system shutdown occurred while the compressor was
operating at the same point on the compressor map for all test
cases. Hence, similar decay curves in Figure 15 were expected for
all cases of Phase II testing. Due to low deviation in rpm decay data
for Phase II measured tests, an average decay curve was derived for
use in the simulation. This will provide a comparison to the decay
curve calculated from theory, which is discussed later.

Figure 15. Measured RPM Decay Comparison Between High and
Low Suction Pressure Tests.

During Phase I testing, a negative pressure differential was
observed across the discharge valve. This behavior was repeated in
Phase II for both high and low suction pressure tests, shown in
Figure 16. While the discharge pressure differential did not drop to
negative values, a noticeable drop was demonstrated before the
check valve engaged. Once engaged, the differential pressure rose
briefly before flow through the recycle valve was significant
enough to reverse flow through the discharge valve.

Figure 16. Suction and Discharge Valve Differential Pressure
During Shutdown for P2-13.

Figure 17 shows a waterfall plot of the proximity probe located at
the discharge of the compressor unit. Vibration decays are observed in
these plots while the unit was coasting down. A synchronous vibration
of 0.884 mils peak-to-peak was observed during the steady-state
condition in the probe located at the discharge of the compressor and
minor subsynchronous vibrations were observed during the steady and
transient condition as well. These subsynchronous vibrations
increased up to 0.752 mils peak-to-peak at 40 Hz at the beginning of
the ESD indicating momentary surge was encountered. The vibrations
then decayed while the unit was coasting down.

Figure 17. Waterfall Plot of Test P2-13—Xd Proximity Probe.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

An interesting result was found in the rpm decay for both high and
low suction pressure tests. Figure 18 shows very similar curves,
irrespective of suction pressure. There were two distinct portions of
the coast down demonstrated in all tests: a region of quasi-linear
deceleration, followed by a shallow parabola. The transition between
the two regions was sharp and coincided with the point at which flow
stopped increasing and began a continuous, parabolic decrease to
zero. The different deceleration curves are believed to correspond to
two different driving phenomena: the quasi-linear region appeared to
be dominated by aerodynamic effects of the compressor, whereas the
shallow parabolic region was dominated by inertia of the compressor
train. With a high head across the compressor and a significant volume
of fluid upstream, the compressor blades continued to generate lift
after the fuel was shut off. With little power being delivered to the
compressor, this lift was a source of braking and energy dissipation.
The level of energy dissipation directly corresponded to the energy
potential across the compressor. This effect was more significant than
simple inertial deceleration; hence, the steep negative slope when
compared to the second region of deceleration, which was inertially
dominant. As the energy at the suction of the compressor reduced, the
deceleration curve became proportional to the square of the rotational
speed and spun down as inertia was bled off.

Figure 18. Shutdown Sequence Data for Test 7 (High Suction
Pressure, No Recycle Valve Alteration).
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Nonlinear actuation behavior was observed for the recycle valve
for some test cases, as shown in Figure 14. As this nonlinearity was
limited to the last 5 percent of opening, linear actuation was still
assumed for modeling purposes. As the recycle valve was a globe
style, it is believed that the CV did not change significantly over the
last 5 percent of travel.

In both Phase I and Phase II, a delayed discharge check valve
response was observed. This allowed flow to recirculate from the
high-pressure discharge side to the low-pressure suction side
through the gradually opening recycle valve. This further increased
the recycled flow delivered to the compressor beyond what the
recycle valve would have delivered had the check valve deployment
not been delayed. While this did not pose harm to the system, it
introduced an error into the simulation, as a delayed check valve
was not characterized or modeled.

For Phase II testing, it appears that only Test P2-13 demonstrated
surge conditions, shown in Figure 11. This test represented the
most severe reduction in surge protection of all Phase II tests, with
an equivalent valve size of 1.2 inches having been reduced from six
inches (CV at open of 18 compared to 394 with full valve travel).
All other tests maintained sufficient flow to maintain some degree
of surge margin, as determined from the measured surge line. Test
P2-12 was conducted with a full open CV of 102.5, corresponding
to an equivalent valve size of 2.5 inches. This test demonstrated
very little surge margin at minimum flow, but proved the recycle
valve was significantly over-designed for the suction pressure
tested. For Phase I testing, P1-7 had a similar surge margin and
compressor head when compared to Test P2-12 of Phase II. As was
expected, the recycle valve was also over-designed at a lower
suction pressure for a similar starting point on the compressor map.
As the MRF loop can handle much higher pressures, the surge
system was designed for significantly higher suction pressure flows
than what was tested.

For testing without recycle valve alteration, minimum flow
conditions occurred at about one-third recycle valve opening. This
observation was independent of suction pressure since it was
observed in the Phase I as well. As recycle valve travel reduction and
travel time increase became more severe, this observation was no
longer valid. Figure 14 shows the worst case tested (Test P2-13),
where the recycle valve was 90 percent open almost a full second
before minimum flow was reached. This result was expected, as a
higher restriction on recycle flow delayed the minimum flow
condition and reduced the minimum surge margin during coast down.

MODELING APPROACH

The objective of this modeling study was to compare experimental
results with a computational analysis. This allowed the accuracy of
the dynamic model to be evaluated while identifying key points that
must be considered to improve the transient analysis. A sensitivity
analysis of the relevant parameters was conducted to identify the
effect of each in the final predictions.

In the past, transient simulations of centrifugal compressors have
been conducted with large, special-purpose computer codes, which
required extensive specific input data and considerable computer
execution time. The lead author’s company has implemented the
use of transient flow simulation to model rapid trips of centrifugal
compressors, which lead to energetic and potentially damaging
surge events. These simulations accounted for the operation of
recycle valves, their actuators, vent valves, compressor coast down
speed, and control system responses, while including the effects of
upstream and downstream piping, scrubbers, after-coolers, parallel
compressors, and other features of the compressor installation.

Transient flow simulation (TFS) software solves nonlinear
systems of differential equations at each time step using the method
of characteristics. Transient analysis consists of a linearized
solution of partial differential equations. The optimum time step for
the computations is automatically determined by TFS without
sacrificing accuracy. Every time step will depend on the transient

sequence and event simulated. However, the user could implement
his or her own time step for validation of the software accuracy. The
time step varies dynamically depending on hydraulic conditions.
Very small time steps are required to model transients, but larger
time steps are used when the model is relatively steady.

Analysis Process

The quantitative analysis of the system was based on fluid
simulation utilizing the TFS software. The process of creating a
system model consisted of a review of the available data for the
system, creating a functional process block diagram, developing a
system model in the TFS software, running the simulation based on
initial and boundary operating conditions, validation of the model,
and analysis of the resulting simulation data. The computational
model allowed for the evaluation and comparison of various
operating conditions of the system.

A functional process block diagram was created based on the
data collected from the experimental facility used to conduct the
tests. Figure 19 shows the functional block diagram (FBD) of the
MRF. This phase of the process also included collection of some
basic data that were needed in the computational model, such as
compressor maps and other operational parameters.

Figure 19. Meter Research Facility Block Diagram.

Model Input Data

A large amount of detailed data is required in order to develop an
accurate and complete model of a centrifugal compressor and its
controls. The complete piping system with lengths, diameters, and
all branches or connections were defined and input into the model
builder. Details such as volumes, lengths, and heat transfer surface
areas were provided for coolers, heaters, scrubbers, or filters. The
rotational inertia of the compressor with its driver and the torque
characteristic of the driver were needed so the rate of coast down or
start up could be simulated. The normal and upset condition
pressures, temperatures, flows, and gas compositions were
included. A complete compressor map was input for the simulation
of normal and off-design operating conditions. In the MRF model,
no boundary conditions were utilized, since it operates in a closed
loop. All flow resistance elements were considered to ensure the
modeled system impedance was as accurate as possible. Once all of
the necessary data were input into the model, the program was
compiled, and the model of the system was ready to simulate both
steady operation and transient upsets.

Computational Model

Once a functional process block diagram was created, the
computational model was developed in the TFS software.
Additional detailed data specific to the equipment and piping for
the process system being modeled was input into the computational
model. It is important that these data be accurate in order to ensure
the predictive capability of the computational model. A table of
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initial operating conditions, as well as the operating constraints of
the system, was generated for use in the TFS model. The model
was then “tuned” so that the model accurately predicted known
steady-state parameters for a specific operating point. Generally,
parameters such as pipe roughness, and thermal and flow
coefficients were used to adjust the model. The model was
validated by comparing simulation results to known steady-state
parameters at various other operating points. Comparison of the
computational model versus real steady-state conditions is
discussed in later sections of this paper.

Process System Simulation

Once a computational model was developed and all pertinent
data were input into the model, simulations were run at various
operating points. The first few operating points were used to tune
and later validate the computational model. Initial steady-state (SS)
conditions were simulated based on initial test conditions
obtained. Initial points for the fast stop sequences were similar for
experimentation and dynamic simulation. In addition, valve
opening and closing sequences and the compressor coastdown
speed were in concordance with the test data. All sequences were
programmed in a general emergency shutdown sequence (ESD)
that was initiated from each SS point for each simulated scenario.
In addition, an optimum time step was determined to capture
accurately the dynamic behavior of the system and its response
while restricting central processing unit (CPU) time to a reasonable
amount. Results of each simulation are presented in later sections
of this paper.

For any system transient simulation, the following features have
to be known:

• The geometry of the piping system, in particular the volumes of
the piping and vessels

• The opening and closing characteristics of the valves (recycle
valves, check valve)

• The inertia of the compressor train

• The thermal inertia of the driver

• The compressor performance map

• Any known delays in the surge control system

One of the key challenges in ESD simulations is to determine
the correct deceleration of the train. The rate of deceleration is
determined by the inertia of the train, J (referenced to compressor
speed, N, for geared trains), any residual power generated by the
gas turbine (PGT,resid), the friction losses in the system, and the
power absorption of the compressor.

Assuming all operating points of the compressor follow the fan
law, the compressor power may be expressed as:

where Po and No are the steady-state power and speed at the initial
operating point, respectively. Another way to determine the
compressor power is to know the instantaneous operating point of the
compressor (in terms of head, flow, efficiency, and suction density).
But this requires a priori knowledge of the locus on the compressor
map during shutdown. Assuming a constant Q/N, while not perfect,

gives a reasonable assessment for the compression power. It is
usually assumed that the steady-state flow-head-efficiency map of the
compressor is still accurate enough to determine the consumed power
at any transient operating point during the shutdown process.

Inserting Equation (4) into Equation (3) and integrating yields the
following expression for the speed decay (assuming constant Q/N):

The residual power generated by the gas turbine after the fuel valve
is closed is very difficult to determine in the absence of test data.
Even after the fuel valve is closed, the amount of fuel in the system,
as well as the thermal inertia of the gas turbine, yields some residual
power output. Moore, et al. (2009), showed the experimentally
determined rate of deceleration of a different compression train. It
was observed that for the first 300 milliseconds, the residual power
of the gas turbine reduces the rate of deceleration. Neglecting
the residual gas turbine power will lead to a more pessimistic
(conservative) evaluation of the system dynamics.

Description and Considerations
for MRF Model

The simulations of the model of the MRF loop were run at the
measured conditions of the surge testing. The test matrices for the
simulations are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. The first table is for
the low energy surge events (low pressure), and the second table is
for the high-energy surge events.

Table 4. Model Uncertainty Low Pressure Tests.

Table 5. Model Uncertainty High Pressure Tests.

Simulations were run at two target speeds: 17,800 and 19,800
rpm. Flow and head conditions were set to match corresponding
measured conditions and to give initial surge margins that
varied from 9 to 40 percent at each speed. Based on speed data
obtained during transient tests, a speed curve was used in the
model to model accurately the shutdown speed transient of
the compressor-gas turbine system. The models were tuned to the
measured operating conditions. The error was calculated for the
suction and discharge pressures and temperatures, flow, and head to
access the accuracy of the model. Calculation errors for the
discharge pressure were less than 1 percent for Phase 1 and less
than 1.5 percent for Phase 2.
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As a part of the model building process, an equivalent or
hydraulic diameter for the discharge after-cooler was calculated
using the wetted perimeter concept. The total area of the
after-cooler was calculated by multiplying the number of tubes by
the area of each tube and then the hydraulic diameter was
determined utilizing Equation (6). In addition, the total volume of
the cooler was calculated by adding the volume of each tube. It was
found that the volume and friction factor of the cooler affect the
simulation results significantly. Therefore, an initial friction factor
was computed by assuming smooth pipe for the cooler and later on
it was tuned using the experimental data. However, the difference
between the initial assumption and the calculated friction factor
using experimental data was approximately 19 percent.

where:
Dh = Hydraulic diameter
U = Wetted perimeter
Dtube = Tube diameter
Ntubes = Number of tubes

High-energy surge was simulated in the model for Phase II
testing. The operating conditions of the test loop model were
adjusted to have a higher discharge pressure. The recycle valve
operation was varied by changing the rate at which the recycle
valve opened and varying the size of the valve. This was easily
done by varying different parameters of the recycle valve model.
As discussed previously, recycle valve travel times varied from 100
to 300 percent of normal operation when the valve was fully
opened during shutdown (normal operation was 1.81 seconds) and
the flow restriction or size of the valve was varied from 5 to 100
percent of normal operation. All the tests were completed at an
initial speed of 19,800 rpm. The operating conditions were set in
the model such that each test was started with an initial surge
margin of 20 percent. The error was calculated for the high surge
simulations based on the difference between measured and
simulated parameters.

MODELING RESULTS

Compressor speed decay curves and valve opening and closing
sequences were either calculated or obtained from manufacturers’
datasheets. These assumed values were compared to prediction,
and the model was systematically improved. All those sequences
were programmed in a general emergency shutdown sequence
that was initiated from each steady-state point for each simulated
scenario. In addition, an optimum time step was determined to
capture accurately the dynamic behavior of the system and its
response. Results of each simulation were presented in a chart of
head versus actual flow including the compressor performance
map for further comparison with the test data. Moore, et al.
(2009), compare the measured and predicted speed decay using
Equation (5). The measured speed decay was slightly faster than
the prediction. Due to the relatively low suction pressure and
aerodynamic power for this compressor, other losses from
bearings (which were accounted for) and power turbine losses
were a high percentage of the total power compared to a typical
pipeline compressor installation. Therefore, the difference
between the measured and predicted speed curves is expected to
be less for most applications.

Figure 20 is an example of the valve sequence timing used for
simulation. The example shown is for a calculated rpm decay
curve. As the recycle valve was fully characterized before testing,
the opening time and open CV was tailored for each simulation to
match the corresponding experiment. Figure 20 shows the
measured quasi-linear rpm decay behavior discussed earlier in
contrast to the calculated rpm decay curve.

Figure 20. Shutdown Sequence Timing Using a Calculated RPM
Decay for the Simulation for Test 1 of Phase II.

Phase 1 Test Conditions

Figure 21 through Figure 23 report the results of both the
simulated and measured (experimental) tests. For all cases, there was
good agreement, with some over-prediction of the flow minimum in
the simulated tests. When designing anti-surge systems, conservative
design factors are always used. An over-prediction of minimum flow
will serve to strengthen this safety factor. Even tests with low initial
surge margins were well predicted by TFS, as seen in P1- 7, 8, and
11 (Figure 23).

Figure 21. Compressor Map with Measured and Simulated
Transient Events from 17,800 RPM (A).

Figure 22. Compressor Map with Measured and Simulated
Transient Events from 17,800 RPM (B).
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Figure 23. Compressor Map with Measured and Simulated
Transient Events from 19,800 RPM.

From the simulated and measured results, it is clear that the
theoretical surge line did not predict surge well. No surge cycles
(i.e., rapidly increasing and decreasing flow rates with a gradual
drop in head) or erratic loci were observed in the measured data for
low suction pressure testing (Phase I). Moore, et al. (2009), provide
additional comparisons for the Phase I results.

Phase II Test Conditions

Figure 24 through Figure 27 contain a comparison of simulated
and measured data for Phase II testing. Similar to what was observed
in Phase I, there were significant differences between simulations
using an rpm decay curve that was calculated versus a measured curve
from Phase II experimentation. Simulations using the calculated curve
produced better results than the simulations using the measured
curve. The simulated results contained in the following graphs were
generated using the calculated rpm decay curve.

Figure 24. Simulated and Measured Data Comparison (Phase II)—A.

Figure 25. Simulated and Measured Data Comparison (Phase II)—B.

Figure 26. Simulated and Measured Data Comparison (Phase II)—C.

Figure 27. Simulated and Measured Data Comparison (Phase II)—D.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Phase I testing using lower suction pressure demonstrated good
agreement between simulation and measured data. Minimum flow
and loci trends were well predicted and matched closely when
compared to Phase II testing. At stonewall and surge conditions, the
model was unable to predict trends as TFS does not extrapolate
compressor maps. In addition, because meaningful compressor
performance data in this region are unknown, extrapolation may not
be a valid method of extending the map. Data were given only for
the envelope bounded on the left by the measured surge line and on
the right by stonewall (choked) conditions. Loci that showed signs
of trending outside this envelope ended up following the surge or
stonewall line (e.g., Figure 23). Predicting trends at the stonewall
condition may not be of importance, as the compressor is in little to
no danger of surging while coasting down in this region. Predicting
trends at the surge line is of more importance as the severity and
duration of the surge cannot be accurately predicted. Test P2-13
(Figure 26) was the only test that showed clear signs of a significant
surge event. The simulation accurately predicted the entry point to
the surge but did not give any meaningful data after that point. The
measured data showed an increase in flow shortly after surge
started; however, no flow increase was shown in the simulation.

Phase II simulations did not correlate as well to experimental data
when compared to Phase I results. Whereas loci trends were fairly
well conserved through compressor deceleration for the simulated
results of Phase I (as compared to the measured data), simulated
results from Phase II often did not trend as well. A good example
is found in Figure 25. Minimum flow was not well predicted using
either calculated or measured rpm decay curves; significant
under- and over-prediction was observed. There were cases where
this mismatch in minimum flow prediction could have detrimental
effects on anti-surge system design. Test P2-7, shown in Figure 26,
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showed a severe under-prediction of minimum flow. Simulations
may have shown adequate protection for the compressor; however,
the measured data showed a dangerously low minimum flow
condition that was quite close to the measured surge line. Good
agreement between simulated and measured data was shown for
most cases before the minimum flow condition was reached;
however, TFS did not appear to predict surge or near-surge
conditions well. If the minimum flow condition occurred near the
measured surge line, simulated and measured data diverged
considerably after this point was transitioned. Where some
measured tests show rapidly increasing and decreasing flow with an
associated drop in head, corresponding simulated tests either
drastically increased flow or damped out (smoothed) the details of
the loci. This damping of detailed effects near surge appeared to
affect simulations as rpm decay continued, evident by the continued
mismatch of loci after the minimum flow point. It should be noted
that the compressor curves to the left of the theoretical surge line
were not well known and were likely the cause of some of the error
for these cases.

A significant result from this study was the impact that speed
decay modeling had on the accuracy of the solution. As shown in
Moore, et al. (2009), calculated speed decay was slower than
measured decay. Of particular importance were the first two
seconds of decay, when a potential surge event was likely to occur.
During this period, the measured and calculated decay curves
differed by 0 to 8 percent of total rpm. This difference produced
surprisingly different results. Figure 28 is a reproduction of Figure
26, with simulation results using measured speed decay curves
added. This figure lends an appreciation to the accuracy required in
modeling speed decay. Using the test cases in Figure 28 as an
example, a 5 percent erroneous reduction in rpm at the initial point
of 19,800 rpm translated to a 9.4 percent error in head. Such an
error has significant impact on surge prediction and loci trends. At
this point, it is unclear as to why the calculated speed decay curve
gave better results, as the solution method used by TFS was a black
box and not open to analysis.

Figure 28. Comparison of Measured and Calculated RPM Decay
Curves on Simulation Results.

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

A highly accurate series of surge test data has been gathered and
compared to a state-of-the-art transient simulation. For certain
conditions, the code accurately predicted the transient shutdown
behavior of a centrifugal compression station without specific
tuning of the model. The data quality and detail allowed using the
transient software without the uncertainties usually involved in
modeling a new compression system.

The analysis did under-predict the speed decay rate during
shutdown, and the predictions generally got worse using the
measured rather than predicted speed decay. Some of this difference
was likely due to the simple assumptions (fan law) made in the

derivation. Transient codes usually require some assumption about
the rate of speed decrease, and this can be a major source of
inaccuracy. The analytical model accuracy could also be improved
if steady-state test data are gathered in order to refine the pressure
drops and pipe friction factors throughout the domain. Further
refinement could be achieved if actual valve opening times in the
installed operating condition could be obtained.

Good agreement was obtained between measured and simulated
cases for low suction pressure testing without recycle valve
modification. Poorer agreement was observed for higher suction
pressures and for tests that modified the recycle valve characteristics.
TFS did not predict test cases well that passed through a region
close to the measured surge line or crossed it. These tests often
involved rapidly changing flow rates, which were damped out in the
corresponding simulation. Further tests are recommended to
evaluate conclusively how effective TFS is at predicting rapidly
changing flow characteristics, as are often present during surge or
near-surge transient events. Practically speaking, well-designed
surge control systems should not cross the actual surge line, which
would improve the predictions.

Successful modification of recycle valve characteristics resulted
in equivalent valve sizes of 1.2 inches to full scale (6 inches) with
a variety of travel times. The anti-surge system was thus modified
to permit testing near the surge line, including one test that entered
full surge. It was found that the recycle valve was significantly
over-designed for the conditions tested.

Simulated results were sensitive to the rpm decay data used. A
small difference in rpm during the first few seconds of the
shutdown event produced drastically different results. An rpm
decay curve was calculated, and a second rpm decay curve, based
upon actual rpm decay data from the experiment, was also used.
Contrary to expectations, the actual rpm decay curve produced
worse results than the calculated curve. The cause of this unexpected
result could be a subject for further investigation.

NOMENCLATURE

Cv = Valve flow coefficient (gpm/psi½)
H = Head (ft-lbf/lbm)
J = Inertia (lbm-in2)
N = Speed (rpm)
NPT = Power turbine speed (rpm)
P = Power (hp)
p = Pressure (psi)
Q = Flow (ACFM)
T = Compressor torque (ft-lbf)
W = Mass flow (lbm/s)
� = Rotational speed (rad/sec)

ABBREVIATIONS

ASV = Anti-surge valve
ESD = Emergency shutdown
GT = Gas turbine
MRF = Metering research facility
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